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Abstract 

The relations between the environment and human population dynamics have frequently been sighted 

mechanistically. This evaluation explains the difficulties and background particulars of environment-population 

associations in different quantity of areas. It discovers the methods in which social scientists have required to 

recognize the associations between environmental changes and population dynamics. This study shortly 

evaluates different theories for recognizing the environment and population and then continues to give a up to 

date analysis of research that have observed five environmental issue areas and their association to population 

dynamics. The evaluate ends through connecting environment-population research to rising study on 

environment-human structures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

People have required to recognize the association between environment and the population dynamics as the 

initial times (Petersen 1972, cohen 1995), however it was Essay on the Principle of Population of 

Malthus (Malthus (1798) in 1798 that is recognized through initiating the resources and population study like a 

scientific inquiry issue. Famous hypothesis of Malthus was that population quantity be likely to raise 

exponentially whereas production of food raises linearly, not at all fairly staying speed with populace and 

therefore consequential in usual “checks” (for example food shortages) two additional expansion. While the 

topic was occasionally taken up over in the make sure decades, through such as “classic Man and Nature (1864)” 

of George Perkins Marsh (1864) and apprehension over human-persuaded soil exhaustion in regal Africa 

(Lindblade (1996), Tiffen (1994)), it was not in anticipation of the 60s that considerable study interest was 

regenerated. The United States N.A.S. available “The Growth of World Population”, in 1963,  details that 

imitated systematic concern regarding the cost of worldwide growth of population, which was then getting its 

maximum at/with yearly pace of 2%. In 1968, Paul Ehrlich issued The Population Bomb, which paying public 

consideration over the problem of population growth, food production, as well as the environment. Near 1972, 

the Rome Club had liberated its global Model, which symbolized the 1
st
 computerized environment-population 

modeling attempt, forecasting an “overrun” of worldwide bearing competence in one century. 

Obviously, attempts to realize the association between ecological changes and demographic changes 

are elements of an esteemed custom. Up till now, in the same way, it is a custom that has frequently required 

decreasing ecological change to a simple function of growth or the size of the populace. Certainly, an overlay of 

diagrams representing worldwide movements within populace, consumption of energy, (CO2) emissions of 

carbon dioxide, deposition of nitrogen, or deforestation of land area has frequently been accustomed to show the 

effect that the populace has over the environment. While we begin as of the ground that populace dynamics do 

certainly have an effect over the environment, we as well consider that menopausal clarifications of 

environmental transform that provide an outstanding position to the growth and size of the population experience 

as of three main deficiencies: They generalize a multifaceted actuality, they frequently elevate additional queries 

than they reply, and they might in a few examples/cases still give the incorrect responses. 

While the pasture of environment-population works has established, social scientists more and more 

have required realizing the degrees of the association. Formerly two decades ago, environmental scientists, 

economists, anthropologists, demographers, and geographers have required replying an extra difficult set of 

queries, which contain among others: 

• How does particular populace transform (in numbers, density, or composition) (and/or) transmit to 

particular transforms in the environment (for example water pollutants, ambient concentrations of 

air, or climate change and deforestation,) ? 

• How do ecological circumstances and transforms, sequentially, have an effect on populace 

dynamics? How do dominant variables, for example organizations or marketplaces, arbitrate the 

association?  

• And how do these relations differ in space and time? 

They have required answering these queries supported through a multitude of innovative instruments 

and by developing theories on environmental-human interfaces. 
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This evaluation discovers the methods wherein social scientists have required understanding the 

relations amongst a complete variety of dynamics of the population (for example, size of population, the growth 

of population, density of population, sex and age composition of population, migration of population, 

urbanization of population, vital rates of population) and ecological transforms. By the exclusion of the power 

section, the focal point is mostly over micro-macro scale research in the building up globe. This is not as are 

insignificant in the industrial countries—quite the opposite, environmental each person effects are extremely 

superior in this area—however somewhat as this is where a lot of the study has centered (Curran (2004)). 

Researcher reviewed a large collection of texts with a stress on peer-reviewed research works as of the preceding 

decade, although given the absolute outburst in environment-population studies; we rush to adjoin that this 

evaluation simply gives an example of the mainly prominent conclusion. The study starts aong a small 

evaluation of the premises to considerate the environment and population. After that it continues to give a up to 

date research evaluation that has inspected populace dynamics with their association to the subsequent ecological 

matter areas: deforestation and land-cover change; farming land deprivation and development; generalization 

and water reserves pollution; marine and coastal environments; and power, pollution of air, and change of 

climate. In the finishing segment, we transmit environment-population studies to the upcoming perceptive of 

composite environment-human systems. 

At the worldwide stage, the study has established that the two main drivers of humankind’s 

environmental track are consumption and population (Dietz (2007)), hence we give a short preface to the trends 

and rank in these two signs. 

The prospect dimension of global population is expected on the origin of unspecified trends in 

mortality and fertility. The present global population places at over 7 billion populace. The 2007 amendment of 

“The United Nations World Population Prospects” nearby means alternative protuberance by 2050 about 920 

million population and silently rising on a very fast speed, while at a considerably condensed speed. Every part 

of the planned expansion is estimated to happen in the developing countries,  while in the industrial countries it 

is estimated to stay the on same  120 million. Africa, which has the highest rising population rate among all  the 

continents, is estimated about above twice the figure of its population in the subsequent 33 years—as of 0.965 

billion to  about two billion. Internationally, productiveness is presumed to reduce to 2.02 births for each female 

(under alternate) next to 2050; it is populace momentum happening from a youthful age composition that will 

reason worldwide populace to persist to rise further than 2050. The mean deviation is grouped with a small-

variance calculation of 780 million (and reducing) and a maximum-variation of 10.8 billion (and increasing 

quickly) near 2050. Productiveness in the previous is implicit to be half a baby lesser than the means variation, 

and in the later, it is implicit to be half a baby upper. As Cohen (1995) indicates, small differences in above-

replacement fertility or under-substitution fertility can include striking long-run outcomes for the crucial 

worldwide people; therefore, the protrusions are extremely unconfirmed, and their sensitivity to the causal 

suppositions requires being correctly tacit. Lastly, the effect of the AIDS/HIV contagion on upcoming humanity 

is implicit to satisfy rather on the base of current reductions in occurrence in several nations, rising therapy of 

antiretroviral drug, and administration promises made in the MDGs. (United Nations. United Nations 

Millennium Declaration (2000)). 

Customer tendencies are rather more difficult to forecast since they depend more seriously on populace 

ledges than the worldwide economical circumstances, attempts to follow the sustainable improvement, and 

prospective responses as of the ecological structures upon which the worldwide economies depend for reserves 

and descends. However; numerous pointers of expenditure have grown at a pace well over populace growth in 

the last century: worldwide Gross Domestic Product is 22 times above it was in 19 century, having growth at a 

pace of 2.7 percent annually (Alcamo (2005)); carbon dioxide discharges have grown at  yearly pace of 3.5 

percent as in 19 century, accomplishment an record elevated of 1 billion metric tons of carbon during 2001 

(Marland (2006)); and the environmental track, a compound determinant of consumption calculated in hectares 

of physically useful soil, raised as of 4.6 to 14.2 billion hectares between 1961 and 2010, in addition to it is 

currently 25 percent higher than “biocapacity” of world  in line with Hails (Hails C, (2006)). In the case of 

carbon dioxide discharges, the per person effects of higher-earning nations are at present 7-11 times more than 

those in lower-earning nations. as far as the future is concerned, excepting main strategy transforms or 

economical recessions, there is no basis to suppose that expenditure tendencies will alter considerably in the 

close time. Long-run estimations propose that growth rates of economies will turn down before 2050 due to a 

reduction in population growth, dispersion of expenditure, and deliberately low technical transform (Alcamo J 

2005). 

 

2. ENVIRONMENT-POPULATION THEORIES 

Like in every competitative aera and environment-population reseach surely robust this explanation, an extensive 

theories range have came out to explain the association between the interest variables, and every of these 

theories directs to basically diverse ends and strategy proposals. At this time mainly important theories within 
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the aera of environment as well as population were reviewed. 

The beginning momentarily deal with the Malthus work, whose supposition still makes well-built 

responses two hundred years past it was primary issued. Malthus supporters have usually been named neo-

Malthusians. Within its easist structure, neo-Malthusian embraces that populations, for the reason that of their 

propensity to raise exponentially if productiveness is unrestricted, will eventually surpass resources of Earth, 

guiding to environmental disaster. This has been the leading models in the environment and the population area, 

however it is one which numerous social scientists have eliminated for the reason that of its fundamental 

organic/environmental underpinnings, careing for individuals in an undistinguished means as of additional kind 

that produce ahead of the local “carrying capacity.” Neo-Malthusianism has been condemned for failing to 

notice adjustment of culture, technology developments, institutional agreements, and business or trade that have 

permitted population of humans to raise further than their confined continuation base. 

The supposed hypothesis of Boserupian, named subsequent to agricultural economist Esther Boserup, 

embraces that production of agriculture raises along population growth because of the production intensification 

(better capital and labor factors of production). Even though frequently described like being against 

Malthusianism, Malthus himself recognized that output of agriculture raises along rising density of population, 

and Boserup approved that there are circumstances wherein growth may not occur (Boserup 1965). As Ali and 

Turner (Turner 1996) indicate, the major dissimilarity between Boserup and Malthus theories is that Malthus 

assumed technological advancement as being independent to the resource of population situation and Boserup 

observes it like dependent. Theories of Cornucopian supported via various economists (neoclassical) position in 

sharper difference to neo-Malthunisianism since they hypothesize that resourcefulness human and replacement 

of market will prevent resource crises in future (Jolly 1994). Same as, inappropriate technologies and market 

failures are additionally accountable for ecological deprivation than population growth and/or size, and resources 

(natural) may be alternated with man-made ones. 

Environment related politics as well often notifys the environment-population text (Gray 2005). Many 

environmentalists (political) observe environment and population like connected merely insofar like they contain 

a general core reason, for example, poverty that is caused by economic inequitys between the developing and 

developed countries and in developing world themselves (e.g., Gray 2005). In this observation, refugees to 

deforestation hot spots in border regions might be dupes of chronological disparities within land right to use in 

their nation’s interior agricultural regions, otherwise they might be reacting to worldwide disparities wherein 

developed world rely on extraction of resource as of hot nations to preserve their higher living standards, or both. 

Whatsoever the effect of the migrant over the tropical forest, it is just a more intensely rooted inequities 

symptom. Likewise, environmentalists (political) observe land deprivation like stemming as of lack of access to 

credit deprived farmer, land, and technology before growth of population for itself. 

Numerous theories frequently donated to via demographers—explain that population is the variable 

that actually influence environment and that fast growth of population just worsens other circumstances for 

example civil conflict, bad governance, polluting technologies, wars, or distortionary strategies. These comprise 

the intermediary variable theory (Jolly 1994) or the holistic approach (Chi 2005) wherein impact of population 

over the surroundings is arbitrated through technology, social organization, culture, values, and consumption 

(McNicoll 1992, 1991, Keyfitz 1991). 

Numerous theories concerning environment and population are develop theoretical involvements as of 

a quantity of fields. A working example is the vicious circle model, which tries to give details continuous higher 

productiveness despite on the way out ecological resources (Dasgupta et al 1995, O’Neill et al 2001). Herein 

model, it is imagined that there are numerous optimistic response circles that donate to a descending population 

growth spiral, depletion of resource, and increasing poverty. On the easiest stage, the model is neo-Malthusian, 

however it as well be indebted a obligation to numerous further theories. primarily, it develops over the 

intergenerational theory of wealth streams as of demography, embraces that higher productiveness in 

conventional societies is helpful to elder ages group because of the net wealth stream as of children to blood 

relations on the path of their life spans (Caldwell et al 1987). It as well uses as of a theory of demography that 

explains productiveness like a modification to risk, which falls out that in conditions wherever insurance and 

financial marketplaces and government shelter nets are badly formulated, offspring be used as old-age safety 

(Cain 1983). Lastly, it is moderately based on the environmentalist Garrett Hardin’s well-known (Hardin 1968) 

“tragedy of the commons,” which holds that providing encouragements be present for every family to privatize 

open right to use resources, then there will be a propensity on communal stage to damage existing resources to 

the entire consumers’ disadvantage. 

It is significant to observe that environment-population theories might at the same time function on 

dissimilar levels, and therefore might the entire possibly be right. On the worldwide stage, we cannot completely 

forecast what the population collective effects, prosperity, and technology in existing societal institute will be 

over the worldwide surroundings while the population world arrives at nine or ten billion people (Malthus 1798). 

However numerous scientists neo Malthusian or not are understandably related along the effect that yet the 
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present seven billion people are containing over the world specified consumption models in the worldwide North 

and the successful economies of India, China and others. In the meantime, on the nationwide stage the theory of 

cornucopian might be right, state, for a nation similar to Denmark, while neo-Malthusianism, political ecology, 

and intermediary variable theories might every clarify dissimilar surfaces of environmental crisis of Haiti. Lastly, 

theory of Boserup of intensification has been establish to embrace right in the past experience of numerous 

industrialized nations and in several restricted case studies across the rising countries (Stone 2001). 

 

3. EVALUATION THROUGH ECOLOGICAL CONCERN AREAS: 

In this segment, we evaluate the text over environment-population interfaces in every of five different concern 

areas:  

I. land-cover change and deforestation,  

II. agricultural land degradation or improvement,  

III. abstraction and pollution of water resources,  

IV. coastal and marine environments and  

V. climate change.  

we concentrate mainly over peer-reviewed research articles available during the past decade alomg an irregular 

reference to significant previous study. 

 

I. Land-Cover Change and Deforestation 

The alteration of natural lands to agriculture land, fields, city areas, basins, and further anthropogenic 

backgrounds symbolizes the mainly noticeable and insidious structure of human effect over the surroundings 

(Turner et al 1990). Nowadays, approximately forty percent of land of Earth facade is in cultivation, and eighty 

five percent has a number of stage of anthropogenic persuade (Sanderson et al 2002). Even though the 

population of world is currently fifty percent metropolitan, metropolitan regions engage lower than three percent 

of surface of Earth (McGranahan et al 2005). We can wrap up as of this that land-cover change which is large-

level is mainly a rural occurrence, however various of its drivers may be outlined to the consumption demands of 

the distension metropolitan middle classes (Carr 2004). 

Like along with the development and demographic changes, the globe stays separated in different 

periods of the land-employ change (Lepers 2005). Even though the industrial nations have attained substitute or 

under substitute-stage productiveness, have developed, and have economies governed through technology 

industries and service, developing countries prolong to practice fast growth of population, stay mainly rural, and 

have work forces determined in the primary sector. 

 

II. Agricultural Land Degradation or Improvement 

Land-cover alteration research as well examines variations in the land resources quality like a consequence of 

human utilizes, which is the focal point of this segment. Possibly the most controversial debate in the 

environment-population text relates to the association between rising population concentration in subsistence 

agricultural regions and land deprivation or enhancement. This is, partially, the outcome of extensively reverse 

approximates concerning the land degradation extent, along worldwide estimations ranging as of twenty to fifty 

one million km
2
 (Eswaran 2001). This segment judges evidence and arguments assembled via two most 

important schools of thought: the vicious circle supporters who consider that rising density of population in the 

situation of higher poverty just about unavoidably bring about degradation of land and the Boserupians who 

propose that rising concentration bring about agricultural systems intensification such that outputs for each unit 

area are improved. 

Even though population may possibly be discalculateed like the merely related variable, there is small 

uncertainty that fast growth of population in deprived rural regions along fragile surroundings may be a 

confusing factor in the detection of sustainable use of land, particularly since markets and policies are hardly 

ever associated in such a mode as to create the most encouraging outcomes. Additionally, drifts over the source 

may simply be extrapolated through concern, since the precise positions of thresholds in some given system are 

yet mainly unidentified (Turner 1996). One significant progress for studies in this part will be the better maps 

development of soil feature and degradation of land through the help of local soil samples and remote sensing, 

like at slightest fraction of the discuss over impact of population may be elucidated by conflicting explanations 

of what comprises deprivation and through a empirical evidence paucity for the association. 

 

III. Abstraction and Pollution of Water Resources 

The water rotation binds collectively life processes. It is elementary to the bio-chemistry of living creatures; 

ecosystems are connected and continued through water; it obliges growth of plant; it is environment to marine 

group; and it is a most important conduit of residue, pollutant transportation, and nutrient in worldwide 

biogeochemical rotations (Acreman 1998). Environment-population examiners have not enthusiastic the similar 
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attention level to dynamics of population and resources of water like they have to explore over land-cover 

transform, systems of agriculture, or atmosphere transform. Up till now there are obvious associations between 

dynamics of population and abstraction of freshwater for agriculture, industrial, and domestic utilizations, in 

addition to pollutants emission into bodies of water. 

Settlement of human being is greatly predicated upon the water accessibility. A global population 

distributions map of strictly follows yearly rainfall excess, with lower densities in the most dry areas and in 

addition to the most water abundant, for example the Congo and Amazon Basins. While the previous regions are 

constrained of water for agriculture purpose, in the later regions, continual rainfall more than 2000 millimeter 

has made these environments least encouraging for cultivation and extra encouraging for livestock and human 

diseases. 

On the international level, irrigation water for cultivation is the largest on its own user(sevety percet), 

pursued next to industry (twenty two percent) and domestic utilizes (eight percent) (Sherbinin 1998). If “green 

water” is added to the combine, after that agricultural output much exceeds further water uses. While food 

demand raises along rising populations and varying tastes, it is predictable that water changes for agriculture will 

just enhance. Nowadays, People is expected to utilize twenty six percent of global evapotranspiration and fifty 

four percent of available overflow (Postel et al 1996). Falkenmark & Widstrand (Falkenmark et al 1992) 

recognized standards for water pressure of between one thousand and seventeen hundred cubic meter
 
each 

person, water shortage of between five hundred and one thousand cubic meter
 
each person, and fixed shortage of 

below five hundred cubic meter
 
each person. Southern  Africa and Northern Africa and the center East 

previously experience absolute shortage. While population raises and resources of water stay relatively constant, 

numerous nations in the rest of Africa are expected to drop under one thousand cubic meter
 
each person 

(Engleman et al 1998). 

 

IV. Coastal and Marine Environments 

As of the initial times, the prevalence of international economic activity has been concerted in the coastal region 

(Sachs et al 2000), along arrangements frequently raising over the continental edges to get benefit of out of the 

country trade and uncomplicated access to the rural hinterlands resources. Therefore, the coastal region has 

involved great and raising populations, along much of their expansion attributable to movement before natural 

enhance (Hinrichsen 1998). Nowadays, ten percent of the population of world lives at below ten meter over 

ocean level, and coastal regions have high population densities than some other ecologically described region in 

the globe (McGranahan et al 2005, McGranahan et al 2007). Marine and coastal environments are extremely 

significant for well-being and human health, and they are as well fairly susceptible to anthropogenic effects. Up 

till now, in anticipation of newly most environment-population investigation has paid particular attention to 

global ecosystems, probably for the reason that the human-being “footprint” on marine and coastal ecosystems is 

harder to distinguish. 

Naturally, more than half of the coastlines of world are at major threat as of development and 

improvement associated activities (Faye et al 2004), and the prospective ecological damage is significant. 

Growth of population is frequently called like the marine and coastal ecological problems driver, while 

immediate reasons may be outlined to detailed performs (Bryant et al 1998). A latest investigation emphasizes 

how the population of Kuna has experienced land-filling and coral mining for decades in return to growth of 

population (Guzman et al 2003). Energy, Air Pollution, and Climate Change 

Still while they are linked to the electric gridiron, about two hundred million underprivileged people in 

the developing countries still mainly depend on biomass technology to fulfill their power requirements. That 

absconds approximately 4.7 billion people along more energy-concentrated way of lifes who use, along with 

slight assist as of the poorest of world, the power correspondent of 77 trillion oil barrels in a year (118). “In 

excess of eighty percent of worldwide power consumption is resulting from fossil fuels (119)”, and it is this 

reliance over fossil fuels that is accountable for the discharge of the airborne pollutants and greenhouse gases 

that are varying composition of atmosphere and practices over a worldwide level. While distress rises over the 

urban quality of air health effects and the possible unfavorable impacts of climate change transversely numerous 

sectors and systems, environment-population investigators have given specific concentration to considerate the 

energy consumption demographic drivers. Even though it is obvious that there are enormous distinctions in 

levels of consumption, it possible incorrect to propose that variables of population are unrelated. 

 

4. Conclusion 

One of the motives social scientists have initiate population to be so attractive as a human aspect of 

environmental transform is that data are easily obtainable (on the contrary to other human aspects for example, 

institutions, values, norms and culture,), forecasting is logically consistent ( O’Neill B. (2002)), and population 

can be included in econometric models in a way that is related to the entire additional quantitative variables. This 

has encouraged something of a view of reductions of environment-population interactions. Providentially, 
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increasing quantities of social scientists is commenced to realize that people interrelate with the environment in 

more ways than their raw numbers frequently entail. Populations are consisting of individuals who belong to 

societies and societies and people cannot simply be decreased to material and food demands that outcome in 

several cumulative impacts on the environment. These constructs human societies at once disordered for 

fascinating and modeling to analysis. The fresh perceptive builds on the idea of joining environment-human 

structures, which are more than the summation of their parts (An L (2006), Turner BL (2003)). 

In the environment-human structure, the effects is reciprocal but not unidirectional. Such use, the 

environmental transform effects on mortality and morbidity are an increasing part of concern, and several have 

required sealing the loop by seeming as how environmentally stimulated mortality may affect population 

forecasting (Cohen JE. (1995)). There is moreover raising studies on the health effects of climatic changes or 

landscape on people, in the one illustration through the formation of mosquito reproduction people that give to 

malaria (Barbieri AF (2005)), and in the additional during heat pressure or deprivation (Campbell-Lendrum D 

(2006)). Studies on the environment-human structure as well obtains benefit of new data sources “(remote 

sensing, biophysical data, as well as georeferenced household surveys), new technologies (high-powered 

computers, geographic information systems, spatial statistics), and new models (agent-based, multilevel, and 

spatially explicit modeling)”. Many studies evaluated in this chapter have required to decompose population into 

its sections and to distinguish how human social organizations altogether their intricacy (e.g., policies, 

communities, markets) intercede the effect of population variables on the use of resources, environmental effects 

and waste generation. Therefore, they may well be said to well into this rising considerate of the environment-

human structure. 

Lot of environments-population studies, whether in the domestic or worldwide levels, is provoked by a 

broader worry for sustainability. Fundamental some of the studies, and giving to some of the controversy, has 

been an anxiety for allocation fairness in two shapes: that the 5400 million inhabitants of developing economies 

may be capable to increase their living levels and therefore their expenditure scales from their preceding low 

scales and that the costs of biodiversity protection and type of weather change adaptation not be unjustly 

tolerated by the depraved. Whether studies show that inhabitants dynamics have a leading or insignificant impact 

on ecological results in each one of the areas we studied, it is still left to human being societies to speak to these 

unfairness in expenditure and costs plus to look for long-run results. At this point, the study of values, culture, 

institutions, consumption, and substitute manufacturing and food structures will put into what is recognized 

about the demographic measurement as societies look forward to change to sustainable structures (Curran S 

(2004), Keyfitz N. (1989)). 

While we have required to purposely evaluate the previous literature more willingly than get a 

normative position regarding the impacts of population dynamics on the environment, at the worldwide level 

there is no query that humankind countenances major confronts in the upcoming decades due to the pace and 

scale of alterations in quantity of population, populace division, and expenditure outlines. “To quote Cohen’s 

definitive study on the global carrying capacity, The Earth’s human population has entered and rapidly moves 

deeper into a poorly charted zone where limits on human population size and well-being have been anticipated 

and may be encountered (2, p. 11).” In modern decades, social scientists have enhanced informed of the possible 

to attain the higher boundaries of the world’s productive, restorative capabilities, and absorptive (Myers N. 

(1999)). A confront for mesoscale and micro-investigators is to realize how transforms in the domestic and 

countrywide level transmit to worldwide-level alterations and how, sequentially, their study can notify programs 

and strategies at these lower levels that will satisfy impacts of environment at all stages. 
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